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On the Number of Points Caps Obtained from an 
Elliptic Quadric of PG(3, q) 
L. MARIA ABATANGELO* 
Caps K of PG(3, q) with properties (1) and (2) have been studied in [1, 2, 3]. The Segre 
estimate for the number IKI is that IKI.;;IKnQI+q+l. In this paper, it is proved that if 
q + 1 = 2p, p(;;;.5) an odd prime, then IKI.;; IK n QI + 4. A general construction for complete 
(q + 5)/2-arcs with q ... 1(mod 4) is also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In PG(3, q) a cap is a set of k points no three of which are collinear. A cap K is 
complete if it is not contained in any cap K'. 
Several papers have been devoted to the study of caps K of PG(3, q) with the following 
properties: 
K¢.Q, 
IK n QI = (q2+q +2)/2, 
where 0 is an elliptic quadric of PG(3, q). 
(1) 
(2) 
A fundamental result of Segre (cf. [8, p. 73]), which has been the starting point for 
various other questions in this direction, is the following: 
IKI.;;;IK nOI+q+1. 
On the other hand, complete caps K satisfying (1) and (2) with 
IKI = IK n 01 + 1 for q even (d. [1, 2]), 
for q == 3 (mod 4) (d. [8, p. 73]), 
IKI ;;;;.IK n 01 + 2 for q #- 3 and q~ 1 (mod 3) (cf. [8, p. 73]) 
have been constructed. 
In this paper, the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM. If q + 1 = 2p, P an odd prime and q ;;;;. 9, then 
IKI.;;;IKnOI+4. 
Finally a construction for complete (q + 5)/2-arcs, with q == 1 (mod 4) is also discussed 
in this paper (Section 5). 
2. REGULAR AND PSEUDOREGULAR CHORDS WITH RESPECT TO AN ELLIPSE OF AN 
AFFINE GALOIS PLANE A(2, q), q ODD 
In AG(2, q), we define the ratio (P1P2P) of any three distinct collinear points P 1 = 
(Xl> Yl), P2= (X2, Y2), P = (x, Y), with x = X2 + k(Xl - X2) and Y = Y2 + k(Yl - Y2) as follows: 
(P1P2P) = (1- k)/ k. 
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Let Pi> P2 be any two distinct points ~ AG(2, q). Following Segre [11; 12, Part III] the 
affine segment P 1P2 is the set of all the points P of the line P 1P2, for which 
(P1P2P)EJ. 
Furthermore, a point P of P 1P2 is called external or internal to the affine segment P 1P2 
according to whether the ratio (P1P2P) is a square or a non-square in GF(q). 
Let C be an ellipse of AG(2, q). A chord P1P2 of C is called regular (resp. 
pseudoregular), if each point P, not on C, satisfies the condition (a) (resp. (b)): 
(a) P is external or internal to the affine segment P 1P2 according to whether it is 
external or internal to C; 
(b) P is external or internal to the affine segment P 1P2 according to whether it is 
internal or external to C. 
By a remarkable theorem of Segre [11, Section 10], we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Each chord 0/ C is either regular or pseudoregular. 
We will give a criterion (cf. Proposition 2.5) under which a chord of C is regular or 
pseudoregular. In order to do this, we need some preparation. 
Let GF(q2) be a quadratic extension of GF(q). Let x 2 - s be an irreducible polynomial 
over GF(q). Then 
GF(q2) ={x +iyl(x, y)E GF(q)2 and i2 = s}. 
For every z = x + iy E GF(q2) we define z as z = x - iy. The elements z = x + iy of 
GF(q2) for which 
zz = (x + iy)(x - iy) = 1 
form a cyclic group G of order q + 1. Let g be a generator of G. We put 
Go = {g2, g4, . .. ,gq+l = 1} and Gf::, = {g, g3, . .. ,gq}. 
For every WE G, we define a mapping /w of GF(q2) into itself by 
/w: z -+ zw. 
Let cP = {fwlw E G}. It .is easy to show the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
(a) /w(G) = G. 
/w(Go ) = Go} 
(b) /w(Gf::,) = G", ¢:> WE Go. 
/w(G",) = Go} 
(c) /w(Go) = G", ¢:> wE Gf::,. 
(d) cP is a group which is isomorphic to G. 
(e) CPo = {fwlw E G f::,} is a subgroup 0/ order (q + 1)/2. 
(f) cP acts sharply transitively on G. 
(g) CPo has exactly two orbits on G: Go and G f::,. 
Let us consider the ellipse C with equation: x 2 - sy 2 = 1. The mapping (x, y) -+ x + iy 
defines a bijection between-the points of C and the elements of G. 
Putting 
Co = {(x, y)lx + iy E Go} and C", = {(x, y)lx + iy E G",} 
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we prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If (x, y) is an arbitrary point of C, then 
(a) there exists a pair (a, b) such that a and b belong to GF(q2), a 2 + sb 2 = x, 2ab = y, 
a
2
-sb2 =1. 
(b) (x, y)E Co~a, b E GF(q) 
(c) (x, y) E C"" ~ a, bE GF(q2)\GF(q). 
PROOF. For any (x, y) E C, let us consider the system 
{
a
2
+sb2=X 
2ab = y 
a
2
-sb 2 = 1 
(3) 
over the algebraic closure of GF(q). It is easy to see that if (a, b) is a solution of (3), then 
a
2
=(x+1)/2 and b2=y2/2(x+1) forxi'-1, 
a = 0 and b = -1/ s for x = - 1. 
As x + 1, y2, S belong to GF(q), (a) follows. Next we prove (b). If (x, y) E Co, then there 
is t E GF(q2) such that t2 = x + iy. Note that t2 = x + iy implies? = x - iy. It is easy to 
see that then a = (t + 7)/2, b = (t - t)/2i is a solution of (3). As t E GF(q2), we have that 
a and b belong to GF(q). 
Conversely, suppose that (3) admits a solution (a, b), with a, b E GF(q). By the first 
two equations of (3), we have then (a + ib)2 = x + iy. By the last equation of (3), a + ib E G. 
Thus (x, y) E Co. 
It is clear that (c) is a consequence of (a) and (b). For every a, b elements of GF(q), 
such that a 2 - sb 2 = 1, let us consider the collineation Ra•b of AG(2, q) defined by 
It is easy to show the following: 
{
xl=ax+sbY 
y' = bx +ay. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Z E G and (x, y) E C, where z = x + iy. If f w (z) = z I and 
Ra.b(x, y) = (x', y'), then w = a + ib~Z' = x' + iy'. 
Since there is a bijection between C and G and an isomorphism between cP and 9ll, 
by comparison with Proposition 2.2 we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The collineations R a.b satisfy the following properties: 
(a) Ra.b(C) = C. 
Ra b(Co ) = Co} . 
(b) Ra:b(C",,) = C"" ~a + lb EGo. 
Rab(Cd=C",,} 
(c) Ra:b(C",,)=C
o 
~a+ibEG"". 
(d) 9ll = {Ra.b la + ib E G} is a group isomorphic to CPo 
(e) 9llo = {Ra.bla + ib E Go} is a subgroup of 9ll of order (q + 1)/2. 
(f) 9ll acts on C as cP on G. 
(g) 9llo has exactly two orbits: Co and C "". 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let PIP2 be any chord of C. 
(a) PIP2 is regular~Ph P2 E Co or Ph P2 E CD.' 
(b) P IP2 is pseudoregular~PI E CD, P2 E CD. or PI E CD., P2 E CD. 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.5 (a) every R a•b maps into itself the set of all external points 
of C as well as the set of all internal points of C. Moreover, R a•b respects the ratio 
(PIP2P). Therefore every R a.b leaves invariant the set of all regular chords as well as 
the set of all pseudoregular chords. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.5 (b), (c), every 
R a.b leaves invariant CD and CD. or interchanges CD and CD.. It follows that if a chord 
PIP2 verifies (a) (resp. (b», then also every chord P~P~, with P~ = Ra.b(PI ) and P~ = 
R a•b (P2 ), verifies (a) (resp. (b». By Proposition 2.5(f), ~ acts transitively on the points 
of C. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that PI = (1, 0). 
Let P(~, 1'/) be any point of PIP2, not on C. By Segre (cf. [11, Section 5, p. 296J), then 
P(~, 1'/) is exterpal to C ~(]'(P) E 0, 
P(~, 1'/) is external to C ~(]'(P) E 6., 
where 0 is the set of squares, 6. is the set of non-squares and 
Let k(P) = (PIP2P). Then the chord PIP2 of C is regular or pseudoregular according 
to whether k(P) and (],(P) satisfy the conditions (a') or (b'), where 
(a') k(P) E O~(]'(P) E 0 and k(P) E 6.~(]'(P) E 6., 
(b') k(P) E O~(]'(P) E 6. and k(P) E 6.~(]'(P) E 0 
for every point P of PIP2 not on C. 
Therefore, as PI = (1, 0) and thus PI E CD, we have to prove 
P2 E Co~ (a') holds, (3) 
P2 E CD. ~(b') holds. (3') 
Let P2 = (X2, Y2)' Then 
~ = (1- kx 2)/(1- k), 1'/ = -kY2/(I- k). 
Thus (],(P) = 2ks(X2 -1)/(1- k)2. On the other hand, from Proposition 2.1 it follows that 
a 2,b2EGF(q), such that x2=a 2+sb2, where a and b are elements of GF(q) or 
GF(q2)\GF(q) according to whether 
P2 ECo or P2ECD.. 
Hence (],(P) = 4s2b2k/(I- k)2, where b2 E 0 or b2 E 6. according to whether P2 E CD or 
P2 E CD.. As 4s2/(I- k)2 is a square, (3) and (3') follow. 
3. REGULAR AND PSEUDOREGULAR POINTS WITH RESPECT TO AN ELLIPSE OF AN 
AFFINE GALOIS PLANE AG(2, q), q ODD 
Let C be an ellipse of AG(2, q). Following Segre (cf. [11, Section 13J) a point P of 
AG(2, q), not on C, is called regular (resp. pseudoregular) with respect to C, if it satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii) Crespo (iii)): 
(i) if P is external to C, then the chords of C through P are all regular; 
(ii) if P is internal to C, then the chords of C through P are all regular or all 
pseudo regular ; 
(iii) if P is external to C, then each chord of C through P is pseudoregular. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1 (Segre [11, Section 17]). The uniqu.e regular point with respect to 
C is the centre of C. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Segre [11], Karteszi [5], Debroey [3]). If q ~ 9, there are no 
pseudoregular points with respect to C. 
4. k-ARCS OF AG(2, q) WHICH MEET C IN CO OR IN Ctc, 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 'Y = CD or 'Y = Ctc,. For any point of AG(2, q), q ~9, 'Y u{P} 
is an arc if and only if P lies on C\ 'Y or q == 1 (mod 4) and P is the centre of C. 
PROOF. Let P be any point of AG(2, q) not on C. It is clear that 'Y u {P} is an arc 
if and only if each chord of C through P is pseudoregular with respect to C. 
First suppose that P is an external point to C. Then P is a pseudoregular point with 
respect to C (cf. Section 3(iii)). By Proposition 3.2, there are no pseudoregular points 
with respect to C. Therefore we may suppose that P is an internal point to C. Then P 
is a regular point with respect to C (d. Section 3(ii)). By Proposition 3.1, the unique 
regular point with respect to C is the centre of C. We have to prove that 'Y u {O} is an 
arc if and only if q == 1 (mod 4). The chord P IP2, where PI = (1, 0) and P2 = (-1,0), passes 
through 0, and P I P2 is regular or pseudoregular with respect to C according to whether 
q == 3 (mod 4) or q == 1 (mod 4). In fact, as PI belongs to C and g(q+1)/2 = 1- i, P2 belongs 
to CD or Ctc, according to q == 3 (mod 4) or q == 1 (mod 4). By Section 3(ii), it follows that 
the chords of C through 0 are aU regular or all pseudoregular according to whether 
q == 3 (mod 4) or q == 1 (mod 4). Thus 'Y U {O} is an arc if and only if q == 1 (mod 4). 
5. COMPLETENESS CRITERIA FOR k-ARCS WITH (q + 1)/2 POINTS ON A CONIC 
Let PG(2, q) be the projective closure of AG(2, q). For every point D(u, v, 0) at 
infinity, we define an involutory homology L u•v as follows 
{
X'= Ux-sVy 
y'= Vx-Uy, 
where U=(U 2+SV2)/(SV2-U 2) and V=2uv/(SV 2_U 2). 
We omit the proof of the following proposition because it is easy. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 
(a) D(u, v, 0) is the centre of L u.v. 
(b) The polar d of D(u, v, 0) with respect to C is the axis of L u.v. 
(c) Lu.v(C) = c. 
(d) D(u, v, 0) is internal to C if and only if sv 2 - u 2 is a square. 
(e) Let L m •n be an involutory homology with equations: 
{
X'=MX-SNY 
y'=Nx-My. 
Then Lu.vLm•n = R a•b, where a = UM - s VN and b = VM - UN. 
(f) If both D(u, v, 0) and D'(m, n, 0) are internal points to C, then 
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a = [(svn - um)2 + s(vm - un)2]/(sv 2 - u 2)(sn 2 - m 2) 
b = 2(svn - um)(vm - un)/(sv 2 - u 2)(sn 2 - m 2) 
a +ib EGo. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let (J be a (q + 1)/2-arc contained in C. For any point D (u, v, 0) 
at infinity, (J u {D} is an arc if and only if L u•v interchanges () and C\(J. 
PROOF. Let P l , P2 be two points on C. Pl, P2 and D are three collinear points if 
and only if Lu.v(Pl) = P2. 
Then we have the following: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let (J be a (q + 1)/2-arc contained in C. For any two distinct points 
D(u, v, 0) and D'(m, n, 0), () u {D, D'} is an arc if and only if L u.v L m •n maps () into itself. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let () be a (q + 1)/2-arc contained in C. If D (u, v, 0) and D'(m, n, 0) 
are two distinct internal points to C, such that (J u {D, D'} is an arc, then, provided q + 1 = 2p, 
p an odd prime, 
(J = CD or (J = C fC, . 
PROOF. By Proposition 5.1(f), we can put L u.vL m•n = R a.b. As both D and D' are 
internal points to C, we have actually a + ib E Go, i.e. R a•b E 9llo . Since by assumption 
q + 1 = 2p and p is prime, by Proposition 2.5(e) we have that R a•b is a generator of 9llo . 
Thus 
fllo = {R~.blj = 1, 2, ... ,p}. (4) 
As a+ibEGo , by Corollary 5.1, we have Ra.b«(J)=(J. Thus R~.b«(J)=(J for every j= 
1,2, . .. , p. Therefore, by (4), 
9llo ( (J) = (J. 
By Proposition 2.5(g), (J = CD or (J = CfC,. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let C be an irreducible conic of PG(2, q), with q + 1 = 2p and p 
an odd prime. Let () be a (q + 1)/2-arc contained in C. If D and D' are two distinct internal 
points with respect to C, such that (J u {D, D'} is an arc, then (J u {D, D'} is complete. 
PROOF. It is clear that DD' is an external line to C. Let AG(2, q) be the affine plane 
obtained from PG(2, q) by deleting the line DD'. As DD' n C = 0, C is an ellipse of 
AG(2, q). Then we may assume the coordinate system of AG(2, q) so that the equation 
of C is x 2 - sy2 = 1 and apply Proposition 5.3. Then (J = CD or (J = C fC, . We have to prove 
that neither CD u {D, D', P} nor C fC, u {D, D', P} is an are, for any affine point not on C. 
By Proposition 4.1,we can assume that P is the centre of C or P E C - C D (resp. 
PEC-CfC, ). The latter case cannot occur in our situation by Propositions 5.2 and 5.1 
(a), (c). Then suppose that P is the centre of C. By Proposition 5.1(d), PD is a chord of 
C. By Propositions 5.2 and 5.1(a), (c), PD meets CD as well as C fC, . This proves our 
proposition. 
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6. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let us consider any plane 7r of PO(3, q). Firstly, suppose that 7r is a tangent plane to 
O. Then, by a result of Segre (cf. [8, p. 73]), 7r n K has at most three points not on O. 
We can assume that 7r is a secant plane to O. Suppose that 7r contains some points of 
K not on O. If 7r n K contains at least one external point to 7r nO, then 10 n K n 7r1 = 
(q + 3)/2. By a theorem of Korchmaros [6] (see Pellegrino [7]) there exist at most two 
points not on Q. Therefore, we can suppose that every point of 7r n K not on 0 is 
internal to 7r n Q. This case is considered in the present paper. By Proposition 5.3, if 
q + 1 = 2p, with p odd prime and q :3 9, there exist in 7r n K at most two points not on O. 
Suppose that IKI :3IK n 01 + 2. Let D, D' E {K - O}. As there are exactly two tangent 
planes to 0 through DD' and every other plane through DD' is secant to 0, from the 
above theorems it follows that IKI",-;; IK n 01 + 4 provided q + 1 = 2p, p an odd prime and 
q :39. 
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